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Yes! Its true… after teaching ordinary people to make a killing online for the last 7 

years I have decided to retire my simple sites big profits training software in 2015 

because… 

“I Have Found That Is Actually Much Easier, Less Stressful And 

More Profitable To Build Simple Little Sites And Profit Online 

Than Trying To Teach Others To Do The Same…” 

BUT… We Will Be Going Out With A Bang And Taking You With 

Us In What Will Be Hailed As… “The Last Internet Marketing 

Course You’ll Ever Need To Make A Fortune Online” 

Dear Friend, 

Lets face the facts here… 

Fact: less than ½ percent of everyone who “tries” to 

make money online ever ends up making more than one 

copper penny… 

Fact: as a teacher of internet marketing the ½ percent 

is much easier to work with than the 99.5% do nothing… 

I have a little confession to make here…  

But first… a story. 

Ever since I was a kid, I was interested in what makes 

people get the results they claim that they ultimately 

want… 

I looked around my family and found many people who 

hated their jobs, their lives, their weight, and just 

seemed to struggle thru life as if they were waiting to 

die rather than enjoying the wonderful journey life can 

be.                              
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Being the type of person I am, I was always interested 

in finding ways to help people do more, become more, 

and ultimately get what they really wanted. 

During high school I became a preacher, I focused 

really hard on helping people become what I thought was 

a “good Christian” and was very worried and stressed 

about those who struggled and could not or would not 

see and believe what I thought was the “truth.”  

This really bothered me because I poured my 

heart and soul into helping them. 

Over and over I would try to help these people, and as 

if like clockwork, they inevitably went back as the 

scripture says… 

“They Returned To Their Old Ways As A Dog 

Returns To His Vomit.” 

This really troubled me because part of my life’s worth 

was tied up in “making these people change!”   

I thought if I could just say the right thing, be there 

for them 24/7 and work with them… they would finally 

“get it.”   

The fact that they did not get it made me feel 

responsible and like I was the failure. 

But, as jesus once said “don’t cast your pearls before 

swine” meaning don’t spend your time trying to change 

people who really don’t want to be changed. 

Unfortunately that saying never really sunk in and I 

was destined to a life of pain in trying to push 

unmovable elephants up the staircase of life. 
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I guess it was in part my own EGO and narcissism 

telling me that I could actually change people if I was 

able to say the right thing, do the right thing, or 

give enough of myself. 

Fast forward a few years to when I started my internet 

marketing business in march of 2000… 

 

When I first started my internet business I 

believed 100% that this would work and I 

knew I would do whatever it took to 

actually make it happen. 

 

My family and friends laughed when I bought my first 

domain name and set out on what seemed to be an 

impossible goal at the time of making my first one 

hundred thousand dollars per year. 

I remember getting phone calls from creditors for 

amounts that seemed insane to me at the time, and I 

felt like I was alone in this world where everyone 

wanted money I didn’t have. 

My heart literally sunk with each phone call, dreading 

another NASTY creditor telling me how much of a looser 

I was and how much I owed them…  

I was literally a slave to numbers, a slave in the 

prison of my own making, a slave to this illusion of 

how I visualized money. 
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Deep down I believed that it was really everyone 

else’s fault that I had ended up where I was. 

If they would just give me the break I needed… 

If they would just teach me what I needed to learn… 

If they would just sit down and tell me the secret… 

If I just had enough money… 

Then I would get it… I would finally feel safe… life 

would be ok. 

As if there was some magical sequence of key strokes I 

could type that would turn my computer into a money 

getting machine… 

My life resonated the depressing cry of if only, if 

only, if only…  

I felt like the wealthy, the gurus were 

holding something back… like it was THEIR 

FAULT I wasn’t happy or rich. 

I mean after all… they KNEW the secret that would 

make me rich, solve all my problems, and finally get me 

on track and they are just sitting on it! 

Charging ENORMOUS fees for half ass training products, 

hard to understand boring videos, and nothing I can 

really use… like right now…  

No Real Secrets… Where Are The Secrets? 
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At that time I was making just enough to be broke by 

building simple little websites for local business and 

things like that. 

Then one fait full day on july 4
th
 2000, I remember 

clearly after coming home from my dads house that 

night,  

I checked my email and found three sales for 

$7.43 EACH in my clickbank account. 

That event changed my belief system forever… I had just 

made over $22 while I wasn’t working. 

I wasn’t setting up websites, looking up niches, or 

anything. 

I was gone all day and my site made me money. 

This gave me a feeling like a drug addict who just had 

his first taste.  I couldn’t get enough. 

The rush I felt when checking my stats became 

addictive. 

I was addicted to numbers on screens, bank account 

balances, checks, and MONEY! 

It was that simple experience that I owe all my 

millions of online earnings too… 

Without that one experience nothing would have changed.  

That experience turned my head knowledge to heart knowledge 

and I now KNEW what I had to do to get where I thought I 

wanted to be… RICH! 

So I went like crazy.  At the time the easiest thing to do 

was to help other people get ranked on the search engines 

and help them get results. 
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I set up sites to sell my niche marketing services and 

actually did pretty well.   

In 2002 I had my first $100K year… actually it was 

167,000…  

I felt unstoppable as if a fire had been lit under my 

ass and the only way to make it go away was to build 

more sites and make more money… 

In 2003 I had just finished ranking a site for a client 

about “parrot training” and got him some killer 

results, he had said to me… 

“Marcus, why don’t you just find these niches, 

rank your own sites, and sell affiliate 

products… then you wouldn’t have to deal with 

customers, refunds, or anything like that” 

In the past I had done this in part… 

In 2002 I had a gas scooter website that sold scooters 

during the holidays, we made over $16,000 in one month 

selling these things and drop shipping them. 

It was pretty cool because I never had to touch the 

scooters, ship them, or anything.   

I did have to answer the calls and deal with returns 

though.  Which was kind of a pain… 

So this whole affiliate thing now  

intrigued me more than ever. 

I mean could I really just promote sites, never touch 

any sales, customer support, or anything and just get 

paid…    
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At first I tested small with a little site about cable 

boxes and another site about dating tips. 

The first weekend the sites went live (they only took 

about an hour to set up) they ranked really well, got 

traffic, and I made over $1200 that weekend while 

I was out of town… 

 I didn’t baby sit the sites 

 

 I didn’t write content every day 

 

 I simply just checked the stats when I got home and 

waited for the checks. 

After this second money getting experience I was 

again hooked, but this time on the thought of running 

tons of simple little sites that made 50-100 bucks a 

day or more each… 

Back then we didn’t have the cool tools of today like 

google keyword planner and blogs with plugins that 

would do whatever we wanted, heck adsense didn’t even 

exist.   

I relied on the old “goto”suggestion tool and old 

fashioned front page express html editor (you know the 

one that came with windows 98 ;) 

In hind sight had I been equipped with the tools you 

have today I probably would have made 10 times as much 

and a lot faster to boot. 

So on I went, finding niche keywords, getting rankings, 

and promoting affiliate offers. My first year of this 

we did close to $300,000 MOSTLY ALL PROFIT. 
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I had sites about smiley faces that did like 70K a 

year, sites about clickbank offers, mortgages, you name 

it we had it… if there was someone searching for it… my 

job was to set it up and make profit. 

The goal was simple, find the words people 

use to search, get the traffic, lead people 

to affiliate offers… And It Worked in any 

niche with any traffic method. 

In 2003 we moved back to California and I was still on 

track making about 30-40K a month on my simple sites 

and enjoying all my free time with my girls.   

Working from home can be a big blessing. 

2004 came and went with similar results and the 

purchase of our first house, I was just 24 at the time 

and was making a good lil killing online. 

In 2006 I got into pay per click advertising with 

google adwords and was able to make over $1,067,000 

that year which still to date was our most profitable 

and easiest year ever. 

Isn’t it interesting how many of the best results in 

life come from those times that hardly seem like you 

are working at all… like it just flows to you as if by 

magic? 

In 2007 a friend of mine had asked me to teach internet 

marketing to his group via teleseminar because his 

speaker had canceled out. 
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Now…I wasn’t aware that I was supposed to sell anything 

on this call, but by the time the call was over 

everyone was so excited about how I was making a 

killing with these simple little sites that they were 

literally begging me to teach a course on it… 

And thus, simple sites big profits was born. 

I ran my teaching business along side my sites and made 

a good bit on both as time went by. 

A few close friends from my preaching days asked if I 

could show them what I was doing as well and I did…  

One of them went on to make close to 6 Million Dollars 

in just a few short years we also had some that earned 

a few thousand a month, 100K plus per year, and on and 

on… the results were very rewarding emotionally for me 

to watch people get results and change their lives. 

It wasn’t all rainbows and roses though… 

being the kind of person I am and  

really wanting people to get results  

I ran into some serious issues. 

You see I knew beyond a shadow of a doubt that anyone 

who followed my teaching would get results fast… and 

knowing that became a bit of a burden to me. 

Because of the fact that many of my students no matter 

what I told them just wouldn’t do what it takes to make 

it…   
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Of course they called and emailed me with their stories 

of woe and how it was DO OR DIE time for them and they 

would do anything… yet when push came to shove… nothing 

got done… 

It wasn’t that the work was super hard (most sites can 

be started in less than an hour) 

It wasn’t that it was risky and cost a lot (most people 

can start for a few hundred bucks)  

And it wasn’t like there was no help (sure sometimes 

you had to wait for help but you could be certain that 

when you did get the help it was the help that would 

make you rich if followed) 

I took this personally… as if there was some flaw in 

“Marcus” as a person for not being able to meet their 

insane expectations that no human could meet.   

I got super depressed, lonely, and beat up… my 

alcoholism increased rapidly and I even thought of 

taking my life…  

Luckily my wife called in a 5150, sent me to the 

Looney bin, and got me into rehab. . .  

After all if my success in life and happiness is tied 

to others, and others don’t move…  

Then I Am Pretty Much Screwed…  

Much like in my preaching days where I felt like it was 

my fault no one was converting and no one was getting 

the results… as if I had anything to do with it. 
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Luckily I Learned Much Later That There Are Things And 

People In Life That I Just Can’t Change… And There Is 

No Point Getting Excited About It… Just Accept It And 

Help Those Who Are Willing To Make The Change… 

The fact of the matter is people are going to do what 

they really want to do… and sadly many just wanna be 

lazy and not DO what it takes to make this work… 

Recently I was asking my trainer at my gym how many 

people are signed up for the gym… 

He said the number was about 4,000 people that have 

active paid memberships… 

Then I asked how many people actually used their 

membership… 

About 350 people… or less than ten percent… 

Was it the gym’s fault… no… they had their machines and 

weights and everything you need… heck im sure if I 

asked they would even make me a free workout schedule… 

So then what was the deal… what was the real issue 

here… 

Why wasn’t anyone doing what they 

needed to do to get the result they 

claimed they really wanted. 

So I started to examine my own life… 

What was the idea behind the motivation that led me to 

do this business and what is it that stops me from 

doing the things I really want to do. 
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This became an obsession to me… and a goal to figure 

out that could help millions of people including myself 

and my students. 

What was it that made me personally… 

- Able to make money online almost effortlessly 

- Unable to stop drinking on my own 

- Able to learn at a tremendously fast rate and read 

everything I can 

- Unable to get off my ass and go to the gym each day 

I mean I really wanted all of these results…  

Why didn’t I achieve them, why were some easier than 

others and some seemingly impossible. 

Was it all a matter of just pulling myself up by the 

bootstraps or was their something else going on… was 

there a higher level of persuasion going on in my mind 

stopping me from getting the results I want. 

Here’s what I found out… 

Your brain is hardwired to take the  

path of least resistance. . .  

It is constantly looking for that easy way, the way to 

not do anything but get results that you can live 

with... IE to survive is safer than thrive. 

Combine this with our consumer culture where life is 

about what you have, how you look, and the dream of 

life rather than actually living it…  
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And you have a stone cold recipe for failure 

that makes a lot of people really rich and the 

rest are left trying to fend for themselves 

trying to cut thick concrete with butter knives. 

Its like the old story of Pavlov and his dogs. 

Pavlov had these dogs and he was trying to learn how 

the mind works. 

So he decided to pair the ringing of a bell in the 

minds of the dogs with the expectation and fulfillment 

of receiving food. 

Day after day he would ring his bell… ring ring… the 

dogs would come running and get food. 

After a while their brains started pairing the bell 

sound with food so much that all Pavlov needed to do is 

ring a bell, and their tongues would hang down to their 

feet and they would start drooling like a kid on 

Christmas eve, though no food was in sight. 

Essentially what happened is the dogs were 

trained to follow the wrong cue. 

Much in the same way you and I are following the cue of 

dreaming a dream vs actually attaining it. 

Now I could go ahead and put pictures of fancy houses, 

crisp dollar bills, cars, woman, men, checks, wealth,  

whatever you are into… and have you foaming at the 

mouth like pavlovs dogs…  
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THIS IS WHY SO MANY PEOPLE BUY SO MANY 

PRODUCTS BUT NEVER SEE RESULTS!!! 

 

They are simply salivating on the wrong bell. 

The truth of the matter is that YES you can have all 

that stuff till your heart’s desire… but first you must 

retrain your mind. (More about this later ;) 

 

The big secret is that the real, worthwhile goals 

in life, whether its being a better parent, working 

out, making money, or whatever… Really Doesn’t Take 

That Much Effort At All… 

 

That Is The Big Secret… Working Out And Eating Right 

Doesn’t Take 1000 Courses, 15 Trainers, And A Ton Of 

Pain And Personal Anguish…  

Truth Be Told… After That Original Pain (the first 

workout, the first step, asking out the first girl, 

making the first dollar)… 

Everything else gets easier… 

It’s All About Making That First Right Move In The 

Right Direction Followed By Little Moves Consistently 

Each Week That Build Upon That First Bit… 

When I first set out to go to the gym ill have to 

admit… 

Here is this guy in the internet marketing world who 

has made it… people line up to hear me talk and listen 

to what I have to say… 
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Put me in a gym, standing 5’1, 140 pounds, barely able 

to get thru 10 pushups… and im terrified. 

I am deathly afraid of what people will 

think, how people will respond. 

And my mind goes a mile a minute… what if I drop the 

weights, what if an attractive woman comes up and sees 

me lifting 10 pounders, what if I’m to fat, what if I 

throw up in the parking lot… what if what if what if. 

I was like a Pavlov dog fearing what I feared back in 

high school when I used to get made fun of and beat up. 

That’s enough to stop anyone from going to the gym… but 

lets look at the other side of the coin. 

What if no one gives a flying shit… what if they are 

there to work out and don’t care what I am doing.   

What if they have the mindset… hey… he’s here isn’t he. 

After all you wouldn’t be embarrassed to go to the 

doctor if you got sick… that is where you are supposed 

to go… that’s what you are supposed to do… and you 

really don’t care that you have a bulge hanging out of 

your head, or a twisted arm, or broken foot. 

WHY… because you know you need to be there. 
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Lets take this same approach with money. 

In my family money was always a big deal. 

There was the uncle who made a lot. 

Dad who was the six figure guy with his Mercedes that 

was so important that my brother decided to clean it 

one day with 409 and wreck the paint… can’t blame a 

five year old for cleaning dad’s big fancy car ;) 

Mom and her husband who didn’t make that much and drove 

old cars and hated their work. 

And on and on the family goes… your worth was quite 

literally the money you had, the houses you bought, the 

cars you drove, and material crap. 

Almost as if it’s ok to weigh 500 pounds if you are a 

super rich guy, or it’s ok to be an asshole because you 

have money or whatever. 

 

Here is the real secret… this will liberate 

you and help you make as much as you want. 

 

It really does not matter. 

My mom and her husband would spend hours saying things 

like “that guy thinks hes cool” or  “she just flaunts 

her wealth” or “it must be nice to have all that 

money.” 

They spent a good portion of their lives looking at how 

everyone else was wrong and bad and never once looking 

to make their own lives better… be it financially, 

physically… or what not…   
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Another Bible Verse… man the preaching seems to be 

coming back to me today…  

 

“take the big fat log out of your own eye before 

telling others about the little speck in theirs...” 

 

Which is to say… don’t worry about what others are 

doing… worry about your own life… that’s the one you 

can change… that’s the one you can make better… you 

can’t do a damn thing about the other guy… 

Truth be told, we have no freaking idea what others 

think… perhaps the person owns a house cause he likes 

big houses, perhaps they like fancy cars, we really 

don’t know nor does it matter. 

This To Me Is The Most Liberating Feeling Ever… 

The Feeling Of Being Alone In A Gym Or Wherever… 

There To Do Your Work No Matter What Others 

Think Because You Are Doing It For You… 

Are You As A Person Not Worth More Than The Opinions Of 

Others? 

Are You As A Person Able To Do What You Want, What You 

Know Is Good, To Make Things Better For Yourself And 

Your Family? 

If You Believe You Are Worth It… It’s Time To 

Start Acting Like It… 

So here is the deal… you have these dreams, and a lot 

of these dreams take money to realize… that’s just a 

fact of life…  
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But now you know that money really isn’t all its 

cracked up to be and following my advice (like really 

doing it and asking questions) you can get all you want 

to your little heart’s desire. 

So allow yourself to dream a little… take out a pen and 

write in your top three dreams that you wish to 

accomplish with your newfound money…  

Be Detailed and attach the feeling you want… 

Example: I want to make enough money so I never again 

have to feel the worry of not having enough for my 

family and I can finally give them the life they want. 

1. ___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

 

2. ___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

 

3. ___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

Ok… now allow yourself to dream about life having met 

those goals, forget about what others think and what 

others are doing, making, earning, and focus on you. 
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How do you want to feel right now? 

 

Do you want the security of knowing that no matter 

what you can always make enough to do what you need 

to do? 

 

Do you want to feel as free as a bird, not tied down 

to any work schedule, time sheet, paycheck, boss, or 

anything else that holds you back from being you. 

 

Are you dreaming of more time for your family, 

picturing yourself at every school event for the kids 

or grandkids, travel, fun with your significant 

other, A life of laughter and joy. 

 

Do you see yourself giving to others and being kind, 

able to do as you wish, knowing that no matter what… 

you will make more each day from your simple sites… 

even when you are not working? 

 

EXCELLENT WORK… now I want you to know that you can 

feel that right now… you can be liberated from the 

pain of lack, the pain of have to, the pain of never 

enough… as if a huge weight has been lifted from your 

shoulders... 
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Because I Am About To GIVE YOU On A Silver 

Platter The Exact Same Tools A Half Cocked 

Marketer With A Serious Alcohol Problem (sober 

7 months now :0) has used to average between 

$300,000 - $500,000 per year online… rain or 

shine no matter what for the past 15 years. 

Imagine waking up tomorrow knowing that you have 

everything you need to get even just $100,000 per 

year online in a super easy way…  

Remember how I said that my million dollar year was 

the easiest. 

You can do this too… its not hard, you just need to 

believe in yourself, forget about what others think 

say, and do… its not about them...  its about YOU and 

the results YOU want… 

HECK sometimes when I KNOW something will work… I 

don’t even tell my wife… like the times I spent 10K 

on coaching and just did it because I know it works.   

We didn’t really have it at the time but sometimes I 

know I just gotta do what I know works… then MAKE it 

work no matter the price. 

Fact of the matter… its gonna be 2015 in less than 24 

hours here… and I believe that you know that what I 

teach works and you know if you do it (with my help) 

you WILL make it. 
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Because it really comes down to three things… 

1. Do you want it… do you really want the results and 

are you willing to do what it takes… if you are 

write “Marcus’ I Know This Works… I Am Willing To 

Do What It Takes… Signed Your Name 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

 

2. Are You Willing To Follow My Directions And Work At 

This For One Full Year, And Dedicate At Least 15 

Minutes A Day On Your New Business? 

 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

 

3. Are You Ready To Finally Get Past The Hurdle Of 

Getting That First Check And Finally Feel The 

Experience And Pride Of Making Money With Your 

Internet Business? 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________ 

 

If you answered yes to the above three questions then 

you are ready…  

If not then go buy a big tv and enjoy your life… stop 

kidding yourself about internet marketing because even 

if I gave you a profitable site if you are not willing 

to work it… you would probably just screw it up anyway. 
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Remember earlier how I mentioned the ole… “don’t 

cast your pearls to the swine” bit… 

 

This is the part where you decide if you are gonna be a 

swine or if you’re gonna get the pearls. 

In 2015 we are changing things up and its all about you 

and all about results… and I know that you know if you 

do what I say you will get results. 

AND I don’t want a bunch of swine in there screwing up 

my numbers by saying things don’t work when they really 

haven’t even tried a damn thing. 

This is about the serious people… the ones who a year 

from now will look back on today as the day of the 

important decision to change things for the better…  

To the ones ready to stop floundering in the ocean of 

money, complaining that there isn’t enough, and start 

getting some for yourself by providing value to the 

market place, learning new things, and helping people. 

Here is a list of what I will be teaching you in 2015… 

each lesson will be one week long containing of videos, 

worksheets, notes, personal help, and webinars… you 

will also get the softwares you need to perform each 

task and you will be getting results from week one… if 

you do as I say I will show you exactly how to make 

your investment pay many many times over…  

When I think of the $100,000 PLUS I spent on learning this 

business I cant help but think that its just a measily drop in 

the bucket compared to the millions I have earned and the 

potential to earn millions more each year I work at it. 
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Don’t you think it would be a drop in the bucket 

at any price, to learn all this and more… 

Learn Marcus' Flip The Market In Detail So You Can 

Profit In Super Untapped Niches With Cheap And Even 

Free Traffic And Turn Those Clicks Into Massive Profits 

 

Find Out Exactly How To Conduct, Outsource, And 

Create Your Own Profitable Market Research So You Can 

Help People While Making Profits 

 

All The Inside Info On How To Structure Your Content 

For Maximum Earnings Per Visitor 

 

Become A Wordpress Master In Five Simple Steps And 

Find Out How You Can Build Profitable Sites In Less 

Than One Hour 

 

Research And Find Highly Profitable Domain Names, 

Expired Domain Names, And Untapped Flipper Market 

Domains 

 

CONQUER The Path Of Least Resistance And Find Marcus' 

Nine Super Easy Ways To Get Cost Effective Traffic In 

Any Market 

 

Understanding Affiliate Offers, CPA Networks, Offer 

Structure, And Super High Conversion Tactics 

 

Mine Your Stats For Serious Untapped Profits, How To 

Read And Understand Your Stats And Maximize Your 

Potential 

 

Getting The Right Backlinks, Understanding How To 

Borrow Traffic, And Using Traffic That Already Exists 

For Super Easy Profits 
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Understanding Affiliate Offers, How To Structure 

Links, And How To Get Massive Profits From Every Click  

 

Get The Inside Scoop On How Marcus Has Made Millions 

Giving Away Free Downloads On His Blogs And Sites 

 

See Inside Marcus' Six Figure Adsense Account And 

Learn The Tips To Earning The Most And Getting The 

Clicks 

 

Getting Tons Of Highly Targeted Leads, Follow Up For 

Massive Profits, And Maximize The Most Important Page 

On Your Site 

 

Find Out Which Plugins You Need (PLUS HOW TO USE 

THEM) To Run Your Business With Ease And Automate Your 

Income 

 

Learn Marcus' HTML Crash Course So You Can Finally 

Make Your Blogs And Sites Do What You Want... Which Is 

What Makes Profits 

 

Discover Ways To Create Simple Software Tools That 

Will Have Your Visitors Putting Money In Your Affiliate 

Accounts Automatically... All While They Thank You For 

Helping Them 

 

Nine Killer Ways To Create Info Products That Sell At 

Highest Prices And Produce More Value Than All Your 

Competitors Combined 

 

SUPER Simple Excel Profits Class... Learn To Create 

Simple Calculators And Tools That DRIVE People To High 

Profit Adsense Clicks And Affiliate Offers 
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Dominating Your Market By Being In Front Of Them ALL 

THE TIME With Simple Aps, Toolbars, And Simple Software 

You Can Make In As Little As An Afternoon 

 

Learn To Follow Up With Your Market, Drive Traffic 

Over And Over And Profit Big, Inside Marcus' 1,000,000 

Click Autoresponders 

 

Discover Marcus' Affiliate Offer Profit Loop That 

Brings People Back To Your Offers And Makes Them 

Convert Like Mad 

 

Get The Millionaire Tips To Following Up With Your 

Market THE RIGHT WAY That Helps Them, Gets You FREE 

TRAFFIC, And Makes You Long Term Profits 

 

PPC Mastery Course, Learn To Find Cheap Traffic, 

Write Simple Ads, And MAKE THEM CONVERT 

 

DEEP Inside Marcus' Niche Finding Methods So You Can 

Find Niches In Minutes And Profit The Very Same Day 

Find Out How To Visualize Your Market Before You Even 

Start So That Your Profits Are Virtually Guaranteed 

 

Get Down And Dirty With Marcus' Testing And Tracking 

Tips So You Can Let Your Market Determine How To Profit 

Best 

 

Setting Up And Profiting From Your Very First 

Profitable PPC Campaign Without The Fear Of Failure 

 

Marcus' Simple Web Copywriting Class Will Show You 

The Secrets Of The Highest Paid Copywriters And How To 

Use Their Years Of Research To Profit Fast 
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Struggling To Make Your Affiliate Offers Convert... 

Put An End To The Battle With Marcus' Presell Affiliate 

Copy Class That Will Make Your Visitors RUSH To The 

Conversion Page Already Set To Buy 

 

NO More Lousy Conversion Rates... In Marcus' Detailed 

Sales Letter Copy Course You Will Get All The Tools You 

Need To Sit And Write High Converting Sales Letters In 

As Little As Just Few Hours 

 

VIDEO SELLS... Its A Fact - Learn Exactly How To Make 

It Work For You And Sell Affiliate Products, Your Own 

Products, And More... LIKE MAD... So You Can Profit 

Fast... And Get Traffic Free  

 

Learn Marcus' Killer Video Creation Tips, Get Past 

All The Technical Stuff That's Holding You Back... And 

Make Some Cash 

 

DOWNLOADS... WE ALL LOVE DOWNLOADS... So Marcus Will 

Teach You How To Create Simple Profitable PDF's With 

Ease And Get Them Distributed So You Can Make Money In 

Your Sleep 

 

Find Out 13 Killer Ways To Repurpose And Profit From 

Your Content Over And Over... Without Having To Write 

And Write Till Your Fingers Fall Off 

 

Get The Insider Info On Marcus' Restructuring Content 

For SUPER HIGH PROFITS... Literally No One Is Doing 

This And You Can Start TODAY (marcus has made over 2MM 

off this) 

 

Resell Rights Are Totally Lame And Over Rated... 

Unless You Learn Marcus' Simple Secret For Creating 

Simple Downloads And Selling Affiliate Offers With Ease   

............................................  
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Lets Face It... Not Everyone Thinks The Same Way... 

In This Class You Will Learn Web Psychology 101 And 

Find Out How To Get Inside Your Markets Mind... Make 

Them Buy Stuff... And Make Them Think It Was Their Idea 

All Along (DANGER HIGHLY PERSUASIVE INFO... PLEASE USE 

ETHICALLY) 

 

VALUE IS A MYTH... Learn How Irrational Most People 

Are With Money, How To Help Them, And How To Profit In 

The Process... This Will Help You Understand WHY Some 

Purchases Seem Insane Like A $400K Car Or $100K 

Baseball Actually Sell And How You Can Get A Piece Of 

The Action In A Super Simple Way 

 

MONEY MATH SUCKS... Unless You Know How To Make It 

Work For You Which You Will Now Know... And You Can 

Understand And Use It To Your Advantage With Marcus' 

Understanding Numbers And Profit Course 

 

Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is... We All Spend 

Hours Each Day Talking, Whether In Email, Facebook, 

Messages, Phones, Or In Person... Heres How To Stop 

Wasting Your Words And Actually Get Paid For Talking 

Webinar Profits Class Shows You How To EASILY Build A 

Six Figure Business From Your Own Home By Sharing Ideas 

 

Affiliate Traffic Madness... Learn How To Get Hoards 

Of Affiliates To Send Free Traffic To Your Sites 24 

Hours Per Day... The Real Secret No One Pays Attention 

Too That Could Make You Rich 

 

Banner Ad Blindness... Yes Its True, Most People 

Ignore Banners... That Is Because Most Banners Look 

Like Banners... Here Is How To Legally Steal Millions 

Of Clicks With Simple Easy Banner Ads You Can Make In 

Less Than 7 Minutes 
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Learn Marcus' Web Images Secrets So You Can Create 

Eye Catching, Traffic Sucking, Images That Presell Your 

Offers And Make You More Money Per Click Than Ever 

Before' 

 

Get The Inside Info On How Marcus Cleverly Disguises 

Web Pages As Software With His Icon Desktop Creator 

Class (warning... highly profitable info here) 

 

GET THE CLICK That Makes The Money... Learn How To 

Get People To Click Your Offers, Ads, And Make You Mad 

Cash 

 

Headline Creation Master Class... If Your Headlines 

Are Not Interesting... No One Will Be Interested... If 

They Are Not Interested... You Will Never Make A 

Dime... Start Making Dimes, Dollars, And More With The 

Right Headlines With Marcus' Headline Secrets Class 

 

PPC Ad Setup And Structure... In The World Of PPC An 

Increase Of 1% Conversion Could Mean The Difference 

Between Huge Profits And Miserable Failure... Learn To 

Avoid Failure And Get Profits With This PPC Ad Setup 

Class That GETS RESULTS 

 

How To Use Autoresponders To Automate Your Income By 

Getting People Back To Your Blogs, Building Your 

Traffic Source, And Selling Tons Of Your Own Products, 

Affiliate Offers, And More 

 

GET THE OVERVIEW And Details Of Marcus' HIGH 

CONVERTING Affiliate Offer Profit Loop So You Can Start 

The Wheel Of Profits And Keep It Running As Long As You 

Like 
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And Finally... Put Everything Together In Marcus' 

Niche Domination Class... This Is For Serious Students 

Looking To Create A Five, Six, Or Even Seven Figure 

Income Online Starting Now 

 

Whew… that’s a big list… but don’t get worried 

in thinking your next year will be filled with 

learning complicated things and not getting 

anywhere BECAUSE… 

 

this course is all about getting your results (aka 

making tons of cash) and learning everything in bite 

sized pieces in simple little 15-30 minute sessions 

with weekly live webinars to help you digest the 

concepts and put them to work immediately. 

 

So basically you will be earning money while getting a 

first class education on internet marketing and 

understanding WHAT really makes money… 

 

See, you can spend years and years learning tactics, 

ideas, concepts, and theory… like facebook ads, or MSN, 

or list building, and perhaps you will even make a lil 

money… but if you do not learn the skills that I have 

obtained over the last years you will never make a 

living. 

 

There Is One Major Thing You NEED To Learn To Make This 

Work… The Glue That Holds All Marketing Together… And 

You Will Learn This In Month One… 

 

 

Each part of this course has been specifically and 

delicately designed to go in order of what you need, 

what you can use, and when you can use it… 

 

After all my personal trainer wouldn’t dare take me to 

the 300 pound weights and make me lift them on our   

..........................................  
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first visit… he knows that would not be the best use 

for where I am right now… 

 

So we will be focusing on where you are right now and 

giving you the tools and skills you need to get 

profitable asap… then move on to the bigger weights… 

This way you are not out there trying to put all the 

pieces of the puzzle together on a desert island  

 

After all that is why you are here is it not… you don’t 

just want a few bucks here and there… you want to make 

money for something like… 

 

- Money To Eliminate Your Worries, Stresses, And 

Fears… 

 

- Skills To KNOW That You Never Again Have To Worry 

Because The Value Is In You And No One Can Ever 

Take That Away… 

 

- Income To Provide The Lifestyle You Desire For You 

And Your Loved Ones 

 

- The Ability To See New Opportunities And Act On 

Them So You Can Profit 

 

- And Finally The Freedom To Live Life On Your Terms… 

 

Many people have asked me over the years how long it 

took me to see my first profit… 

My answer… is always INSTANTLY… because I knew 

something so important that very few know… and that is 

the basics of how this whole marketing thing works… 

I’m gonna show you my instant profit method in month 

one so you will never ever have to worry about paying 

for my coaching again because it will come out of what 

.........................................  
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you earn… you can keep the rest ;) fair enough… 

It has been said before that… “When the student 

is ready, the teacher will appear.” 

So the question is… are you ready… 

Are you ready to do what it takes… 

You can be rest assured that everything I teach is 

ethical, fun, marketing with the ultimate goal of 

helping people online… 

You will never be told to do anything against your own 

belief structure… unless your belief is not to make 

money or help people ;) 

I will guide you in a very gentle yet direct way and 

make sure you get the results you are after… 

ALSO very important… remember that I am here to help 

you and I am also a human… so be friendly on webinars, 

email, and live chat so I can give you more help and 

guidance in a fun way… 

We are all here to help each other… so lets do it… 

Are you ready, are you tired of not getting where you 

want to go, do you need help and accountability from 

someone who knows this business inside and out… 

Do You Finally Want To Stop Struggling And Learn 

How To Get Ahead In Life And Business? 
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GREAT… Then I Am Committed To Helping You 

In 2015… Here is How It Works… 

I, Marcus Campbell of PCMONEYMAKING.COM LLC promise to 

help you my student for all of 2015 and help you get 

the results you want online… 

- I promise to help you build a game plan and show 

you exactly how to work it 

- I promise to look at your stats and help you as 

long as you are a member 

- I promise to get your videos, webinar replays, 

softwares, and tools to you in a timely manner 

- I promise to give you a full and complete internet 

marketing education that you can take with you and 

make money with whenever and however you see fit 

- I promise to be available when you have questions 

so you can get the answers you need in a timely 

manner… within reason of course I don’t work all 

day every day… and I don’t expect you to either 

Basically I Promise To Help You Get What You Need If 

You Promise To Work At It And Do It, Don’t Be A Swine;) 

Now I realize there have been issues with my support in 

the past and I’m sure by reading this letter you can 

understand why and also how this new coaching plan will 

help you right out of the gate… because you will have 

private numbers and support centers with just me and my 

helpers who know this business… so you get the info you 

need when you need it. 

Bottom Line… This Is Not A Transaction… This Is A 

Friendship… And As You Read Above… My Friends Make 

Money When They Do As I Guide Them… 

So My Last Question Is… Are You Ready… 
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Here Is How You Can Get Started Right Now And Never 

Again Have To Struggle In This Business… 

Basically the course is billed out in 52 weeks… you can 

choose to take weeks on a as is basis for $97 per week 

which is an absolute steal considering the fact that 

each week is a course in and of itself and comes with 

tools, coaching, and more… 

This would be a total of $5,044 If You Wish To Pay As 

You Go… (I was planning on making this $17,500 as it 

would be worth every penny… but I want to make it 

reasonable for all serious students) 

Now… if you wish to pay in easy monthly installments we 

can get you hooked up for just $297 Per Month… this 

saves you close to $1,500.00 bucks! 

Or If You Wish To Save Even More We Can Set You Up To 

Pay Just One Time (ONLY IF YOU JOIN BEFORE MIDNIGHT DEC 

31, 2014…) For Just $2,497 For The Next 24 Hours Only… 

$1497… that’s a savings of over $3,500!!!  

There Is Only One Way To Order… And That Is To Call Me 

Directly… Yes… MARCUS… At 707-450-1194 

MAKE SURE YOU FILL THIS OUT FIRST TO HAVE HANDY 

NAME ___________________________ 

EMAIL __________________________ 

CARD TYPE _________ 

CARD NUMBER _________-_________-_________-_________ 

THREE NUMBERS BACK (IN ITALLICS) _________ 

FULL BILLING ADDRESS:  

_____________________________________________________ 
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A Few Important Notes For My Students: 

1. Remember In This Special Offer TIME Is Of The 

Essence Quite Simply Because This Is The VERY Last 

Time We Will Be Teaching Internet Marketing In This 

Personal Manner Where It's Literally Just Me And  

You As Friends "Talking Shop" So The Keyword Here Is 

NOW... And I Will Do What It Takes To Make This Work 

For You...  

So Call Me Now 707-450-1194 As Your First Step Towards 

Your New Life... And I'll Get You The Plan That Works 

Best For You... Do It Now... Even If Its 3AM And You 

Have No Money. Leave Me A Message! 

2. Remember, its almost 2015 and if you get your order 

in before you may be able to write it off your taxes 

(talk to your accountant) sometimes the decrease in tax 

bracket could make this even BETTER THAN FREE!!! or at 

least close to it. 

3. I Am Dedicated to do what it takes to get you in 

this program... so CALL ME at 707-450-1194 NOW... you 

won't get some outsourced salesman or some BS crap... I 

WILL PERSONALLY CALL YOU BACK and find a way to make 

this work for you... EVEN IF YOU HAVE ORDERED MY 

PRODUCTS IN THE PAST and just want help... call me now. 

LOOK here is the deal, you know my stuff works and you 

know that i teach unlike anyone else out there... sure 

my support may have been less than stellar in the past 

and some people may have fell thru the cracks... fact 

of the matter... I am quite simply worth the wait, 

because when I talk to you (IF YOU FOLLOW) what I say 

is better than money in the bank...  
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WHY... because money in the bank is decreasing at the 

rate of inflation... my advice will make you money 

forever :0) 

SO... STOP WHAT YOU ARE DOING AND MAKE THE CALL NOW 

707-450-1194 

i look forward to talking to you soon, 

 

marcus 

 


